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Based on an exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History in New York and The Field
Museum in Chicago, this volume tells the story of pearls, which are unique among gemstones
because they require no faceting or shaping to bring out their beauty and luster. Landman and
Paul M. Mikkelsen of the American Museum of Natural History), and Rndiger Bieler and Bennet
Bronson of The Field Museum explore the biology, gemology, anthropology, mineralogy,
ecology, and the decorative arts aspects. Starting with the Great Age of Pearls in the 16th and
17th centuries, they move to the history of pearling cultures worldwide, the science of pearl, the
development of cultured pearls, and the ecology and conservation of pearl-producing mollusks.
Extensively illustrated with color photographs and tables. Oversize: 9.25x11.25<">. Annotation
c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com)

From Leonardo da Vinci's recipe for imitation pearls to the derring-do of deep-sea pearl divers,
Pearls: A Natural History delves into virtually every aspect of the gemstones that have been
prized since ancient times for their luster and purity. The fascination of this book--which
accompanies an exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History in New York through
April 14, 2002--is the way it effortlessly combines scientific, historical, cultural, and practical
information. Key topics include different species of marine and freshwater mollusks, the history
of perliculture and ecological issues affecting pearl production. The more than 200 photographs
include reproductions of spectacular objects ranging from a 16th-century Russian icon of the
Madonna and child encrusted in freshwater pearls to an early-20th-century brooch in which
lozenge-shaped Mississippi River pearls create the opulent blossoms of a diamond-stemmed
flower. Solid information, intriguing trivia, and inviting design give this book a broad appeal. --
Cathy CurtisFrom Publishers WeeklyAccompanying a traveling exhibit from the American
Museum of Natural History, Pearls: A Natural History by Neil H. Landman, Paula M. Mikkelsen,
Ridiger Bieler and Bennet Bronson presents these gems in all their natural luster and social
value. Jewelry and ornaments from 19th-century India, the antebellum U.S. (a photo of Mary
Todd Lincoln in her inaugural jewels), 15th-century Korea, 14th-century England and seventh-
century Byzantium appear alongside images of the international pearl industry. Along with
selecting 225 photos (150 in color), the authors explain both "perliculture" and the harvesting of
naturally occurring specimens, the biology of the mollusks that produce them and the history of
pearls in human society. Gem aficionados will be taken with the book's range of size, shape and
color of these ever-popular jewels.Copyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.From
BooklistIn readiness for a major exhibition at New York City's American Museum of Natural
History and Chicago's Field Museum, curator Landman and his colleagues chronicle everything
you ever wanted to know about the pearl, beginning with the fact that not all are born in oysters



or made of mother of pearl. Their book, festooned with a variety of photographs and illustrations
from ancient and modern times, clearly achieves its mission of one-stop informational source--
about history; cultivation; physical, chemical, and optical properties; harvesting; and saving. An
invaluable reference for all kinds of information-gathering and curiosity-sating. Barbara
JacobsCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedFrom the
PublisherExhibition Schedule: American Museum of Natural History, New York, Oct. 31, 2001-
Apr. 14, 2002The Field Museum, Chicago, June 28, 2002-Jan. 5, 2003About the AuthorNeil H.
Landman and Paula M. Mikkelsen are curators at the American Museum of Natural History in
New York, in the divisions of paleontology and invertebrate zoology respectively.Rüdiger Bieler
is a curator in the Department of Zoology and Bennet Bronson is a curator in the Department of
Anthropology at the Field Museum in Chicago.Read more
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L. Kelly, “Wisdom about Pearls!. I ordered this book because I was very interested in learning
more about pearls. I liked how comprehensive the book is. The pictures are also beautiful. It
also would make a great coffee table book. I did read it from cover to cover, and found
fascinating information about pearls, their history, where they come from....etc. Glad I bought it
and would recommend it to any pearl enthusiast.”

James A. Fitch, “Better looking than the ad.. Beautiful book”

Lampwrker, “great pictures. A book to share and. Collectors book. well written, great pictures. A
book to share and protect”

Sheila, “Love this book !. Very interesting and awesome pics !”

Denise Shaw, “Great seller!. love this book! thanks!  Great seller!”

Pearl_C, “Excellent. This is such a great book about the history of pearls. The photos are as
delightful to see, as reading the wonderful stories about exquisite pearls around the world.”

Karen, “Fantastic. This is a fantastic resource for understanding the history, science and modern
pearl industry. Very good academic resource.”

Teresa Moreno Hietanen. Gemology studenr., “Trustful seller, fast deliver. Worth of money.. I was
looking for exactly this book, and i got it with reasonable price and sent straight my home. Thank
you.”

Michael R. Johnson, “Pearl text book. Great knowledge building for this very interesting topic.
From the beginning, to modern farming and what this means to todays collector/ investor. The
"know all there is to know" book.”

The book by Jeff Lowenfels has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 29 people have provided feedback.
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